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For a simple Leontief technology,
the results of finite-horizon
turnpike theorems are extended to
the case of infinite horizon. Further qualitative
information
is obtained about the set of efficient
programs. Uniqueness is discussed, and shown by an example to be not true in general.

1. Introduction
This paper looks at efficient capital accumulation
for a closed model of
production
in an infinite horizon.
Of the vast literature
on efficient behaviour, the general conclusion
of the finite-horizon
turnpike
theorems can
be stated
as follows:
for technologies
determining
a unique
maximal
balanced-growth
path, i.e., the turnpike, efficient programs
of the very long
run spend most of their time near this path. As shown by McKenzie (1963)
and Tsukui (1966) this result can be made more specific for Leontief models:
efficient programs must remain near the turnpike and use full capacity for all
but some periods in the beginning
and the end. In a somewhat
different
setting, Furuya and Inada (1962) prove the uniqueness
of efficient programs
when the horizon is extended to infinity. However, their assumptions
imply
that only one process is profitable under the Von Neumann
prices, which the
Leontief model does not fulfil.
The technology
assumed in this paper is of the simple Leontief type with
no intermediate
goods. Using the same assumptions,
we extend the results of
McKenzie (1963) and Tsukui (1966) to the case of infinite horizon, and as is
to be expected, gain further qualitative
information
about the set of efficient
programs. Finally we discuss uniqueness,
and show by an example this is not
true in general.
*This is a part of my doctoral
thesis at the University
of California,
Berkeley, under the
supervision
of Professor David Gale. I would like to thank him for many valuable discussions,
and the referee for his criticism. Partially supported
by NSF under Grant GP-30961x2
with the
University of California.
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2. The model and prices
We will first give definitions
about
efficient capital
general, state a standard
proposition
about supporting
introduce our model.

accumulation
prices, and

in
then

Notation.
(2,) stands
for a sequence
of vectors
(z,, zr, . . .), and (z,)$
z~, z,+_,
+ r, . . ., zN). Superscripts
j denote
coordinates.
y 2 z=>yj> zj, Vj,
$z1-yj>zj,
Vj, and ygz=>ysz
but y#z. Also, yz=Cyjzj;
and I/z//E(zz)).
Definitions. (1) A technology T is a set of pairs (z, z’) E R”+xR:. T is assumed
to be a closed convex cone rooted at (0,O). T has the ‘free disposal’ property;
i.e., (z, z’) E T and z” < Z’J(Z, 2”) E T. Also (0, z’) E T-z’ = 0; and 3(z, z’) E T
with z’ > 0.
(2) A program is a (z,) such that (zt, z,+~)E T, Vt. A program is efficient if
3 no other program (z;) such that z&=zO and z;>zt for some t.
(3) The price cone P of T consists of all pairs (p, p’) such that pzap’z’ for
all (z, Z’)E T. A price sequence is a (p,) such that (pt,pt+ 1)~ P, Vt. A price
sequence (p,) is said to support (z,) if ptz, = pt+ 1z, + 1, Vt.
(4) Let K’ be the set of all efficient programs (z,) for which z0 = z; and let
Q” be the set of all price sequences (p,) which support some (z,)EK*.
The following fact is standard
see Malinvaud
(1953, 1962).

for technologies

as in Definition

1 above;

The Price Proposition.
(i) E ver y efl lclent
’
program (z,) has a supporting price
sequence (p,) such that pt &O, Vt, and pt 20 for at least one t. (ii) If a program
(z,) has a supporting price sequence (p,) for which pt>O, Vt, then (z,) is
efficient. 1
Now we describe our
identified with one good.
exist in each sector to add
end of a period. Letting A
T={(z,z’)jAx~z;
Equivalently,

particular
technology.
There are n sectors, each
the stocks that must
A vector ajE R; represents
one unit of the jth good to the total capital at the
be the matrix of column vectors aj,
z’=z+x;

x,z~R:}.
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the price cone of which is easily seen to be

P=

i(P,P)l(P,p.i(
_(IA+a)

We note that the support

in this case

condition

O=PtZ*-Pt+IZt+I

yields the usual complementary
term above is 30. In particular,

slackness

conditions,

since

each

bracketed

Zt+l-z*>O~P,A=P,+l(~+A),
(1)
Pt-Pt+l>O=>4+1

=u+4z,.

We will assume throughout
this paper
A has the following properties:
(H.l)

that the initial

capital

z>O, and that

A is indecomposable.

By the Frobenius
theory of non-negative
matrices, A then has a simple
positive eigenvalue
I, that has maximal
absolute
value among all of A’s
eigenvalues.
To 2 correspond
strictly positive left and right eigenvectors,
that
we denote by C? and e, respectively.
We choose \]c?((=J(e(( = 1; and let p=
I(1 +4/A\.
(H.2)

A and (I + A) are non-singular.

(H.3)

A is ‘non-cyclic’,

3. The full-capacity

i.e., for any other eigenvalue

,I’ of A, I(1 + L’)/n’J #p.

property

The main result of this section (Theorem
1) is an extension
of the finite
horizon turnpike
theorems:
‘All efficient programs
starting from the same
stocks have full-capacity
production
from some date on and their capital
compositions
uniformly
converge to e.’ We start the long proof with two
observations.
First, (2, p -‘a) E P; and therefore the sequence (p-‘C) is a price
program. Next, define for arbitrary N,

the convex

cone in R(F+ ‘In consisting

of all N-period

full-capacity

programs.
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It is an easy consequence

of the following

identities:

N-l

N-l
-(Z+A)z,)=

c

p-*-lh,+l

-p-‘i?z*

t=o

=P

-N ez, - ezo,

that equivalently,
FN = {(z,): is an N-period

program/

pL-Ndz, - dz, =O}.

Lemma 1.’ For any E> 0 and any N, 36 >O such that if (z$
1
and d((z,)i, FN) 2 E then ez, < - (pN - @z,.
Lemma 2. Let (z,) be an efficient program.
m
3M such that d((z,)ieN, FN)<&, V’zkM.

(2)

is a program

Then for any E>0 and any N,

The proof of Lemma 1 follows from (2) and is similar to that of the so-called
value-loss lemma in Radner (1961), while Lemma 2 is proved like Theorem 1
in McKenzie
(1963). Both proofs are omitted here; for details see Alkan
(1974).
Next we look at two decompositions
of R”, corresponding
respectively
to
the right and left eigenvector
structure of A, and cite some related facts: Let
E=(ae(aER},
E={c@lcr~R),
V={u~t?u=O}, and ~={ulue=O}.
Then R”=E
+U=E+B.
Next let C=p-‘(Z+A-‘)
and define V={UEU(C’~+O}.
It
follows from the appendix that, IIC’u 11+ co for all u E u\V. Similarly, define P
-= {DE BluC-GO};
then J(uC-‘11 -+co for all UE u\V. Furthermore,
P.lV; i.e.,
vv = 0, VZ?EP and Vu E V, since the eigenvalues corresponding
to Pare distinct
from those to I’. Finally we note that all the subspaces above are invariant
under C. These facts above will be used often in the rest of this paper.
Lemma 3.

Giuen any 6 > 0, 3h such that (z,):” E F2h=>d(z,, e) 66.

Proof.
Consider (z,):” E Fzh. Let y, =,u-‘z,;
then z, = (I +A-’ )fzoey, = C’yo.
Since d(ccy,, e)=d(z,, e) for any a#O, we will study (y,)gh such that 11y. II= 1.
Suppose the lemma is not true for a 6 >O. Then, 3(y,)t” for any h such that
(3)
Letting y. = ke + u for some kE R and some u E U, we get y, = ke + C’u. Then
U$ I/; for otherwise C’u-+O, and d(y,,e)+O, contradicting
(3). Therefore IIC’uII
‘Define angular distance d(x, y)= ~~x/~~x~~
-y/l[yllll,

Vx, y#O, and d(x, S)=inf,,,d(x,

y).
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-sm. Since U n R”, = {0}, this implies (C’u)j+cx) for some component
j. But
tQ= k?e and hence k is bounded
above. Therefore, ji is negative for some
1
date T. Choosing 2h>,z we reach a contradiction.
Let us say that a program
(z,) is ‘full-capacity
+ A - ’ )lzN, VE> N, and ‘full-capacity’ if N = 0.
Theorem 1. (i) d(z,,e)+O
fill capacity after N.

umy arm 11vf or all (zJEK’.

after

N’ if z,+~ = (I

(ii) 3N 3 all (z,)EK’

are

Proof.
(i) Let (z,)EK’. Given 6 >O pick h according
to Lemma 3. By
Lemma 2, 3M such that d((~,):+‘~, FZh) < 6, VT >, M. Consider any date z 2 M
+ h. Then q(Z,)ih~ F2h such that d((z,):?;, (Zt)ih)<6 and d(Zh, e)<6. Thus,

d(zz,e)< d(& fh)+ d(Zh,e)bd((z,):‘k
&)i”) + d(Zhye) < 26.
(ii) By efficiency,

3p< 1 such that

IIz,~J/IIz,+~~I<~, Vt, and

BY (i),

Let 6 = (1 - p) min e’, and choose by above an M such that
m~x(~-z~+~~~~z,+~~~)+m~(z~!~~z~+,~~-p~)
~max(~-zz:‘+,/((z,+,lJ)
i

Vt> M, and for all (z,)EK’.

implying

z1+ I -

z,> 0,

But then

Vt 2 M, and for all (2,) EK’.

for all (z,)&,.
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by (l), for any (p,) E Q’, p,A =pt + 1(I + A), Vt 2 M, that is (p,
VtgM.
But then (P~-~~++)EE+R
for
-Pr-l)=(P&f-p&.f-l)(I+A)“-f>
otherwise p, - p, + 1 fails to be non-negative for some sufficiently large z, as
shown for Lemma 3. Normalizing all (p,)~ Q” so that ]IpM-pM+lll = 1, it
is easily seen that d((p,-p,,
I),+O
uniformly. Therefore, XV such that pt
-pr+ 1 > 0, Vt 2 N, and for all (p,) E Q”. The proof is completed by using (1)
again. 1
Therefore

4. The stable cone S and other properties
Let S be the set of all stocks giving rise to full-capacity programs; i.e., the
set of all z such that the sequence (z,) where z, = (I + A- ‘)‘z satisfies zy+1 -z,
=A-‘z,sO,
Vt. That is

S={z(K’(z+A-‘)f~o,

Vt}.

(4)

We call S the stable cone of A, and use it to obtain further properties of K”
in this section.
First, note that if ztf E + I! then as shown for Lemma 3, A-‘(1
+ A - ’ )‘z yi R: for large enough t ; therefore
ScE+V.
Lemma

4.

If (z,) is fill-capacity,

then K’ = ((z,)}.

Proof.
If (z,) is full capacity, then z0 E S by definition. It is trivial to show
that (~-‘a) supports (z,), and therefore (z,)EK’ by the price proposition.
Conversely, suppose z,, E S, (z,) EK’, and that (2,) is not full-capacity. Let z
be the smallest date after which (Z,) is full-capacity. By assumption z> 1, and
by Theorem 1 it exists. And we have &--(I +A)& 1 ~0. But then Z((A&-(I
+A)&_,)<O;
i.e., ,YIP_Zr<Z~Z-l. And since ~-“-‘)eZ,_,~eZ,=ez,,
we
have ~-‘~z,<~z~. But for the full capacity program (z,)eK2, we have ~-‘~zz,
= ezo. Hence
Ez, > ez,.

(5)

Note that both z, and Z, belong to SC E + V. Let z, = ke + v and 2, = IEe+ ij
for some k, E E R and u, 6~ V. Since & = Zz?= 0, (5) implies k > k. But for t 2-q

i.e.,
P -(‘-r)(z,-~t)=(k-k)e+C’-7(u-~).
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of (Z,). 1
For any efficient

5.
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we get z,> Z, for large
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t, contradicting

the

(z,), 3N 3 z,q! S, Vt < N, and z, E S, Vt 2 N.

Proof.
Let N be the smallest date for which Z~E S. (z,); must belong to
K”N, for otherwise (z,) is not efficient. The proof follows from Lemma 4. 1
Defining analogous
to S a dual stable cone S for price sequences, we get
the counterpart
of Lemma 5 for (p,)~ Q’. It is not difficult to show that S
and S are polyhedral
convex cones [see Alkan (1974)]. And, provided the
inequalities
defining S and S are known analytically,
it seems possible then
to develop an algorithmic
procedure based on Lemma 5 to generate (z,)EK’.
This line will not be pursued here, and we just note that Lemma 5 gives
geometric information
about the initial behaviour of efficient programs.
By Lemma 4, K’ consists of only one program if ZE S. In the next theorem
we show that even when K” contains
many efficient programs,
they are
almost the same.
Theorem

2.

(i) Any (p,) E Q’ supports any (z,) EK’. (ii) K’ and Q’ are convex.

Proof.
(i) Let N be the date as in the proof of Theorem 1 such that z,=(Z
+A-‘)‘-NzN
for all (z,)EK’ and P~=~~(Z+A-‘)~-’
for all (p,)eQZ. Then
z,EE+Vand
P,EE+ P, Vt>N.
Now pick any (z,), (FJEK’, and let (p,)~ Q’ support (z,). Suppose przz>p&
for some z> N. Like (5), this contradicts
the efficiency of (Z,). Hence ptz,
=p,z,. V’taN. Also, pOz>p,z,~
... apNzN by definition of a price sequence,
and p,z=p,z,=
... =pNzN since (p,) supports
(z,). Therefore
ptz, =p,Z,,
Vt < N, as well. That is, (p,) supports (zJ.
(ii) Follows trivially from (i). B
Especially (i) above may lead to the conjecture
that, not only for ZE S as
in Lemma 4 but for all z, K’ consists of a unique efficient program. It can be
shown that this is true for all 2-sector technologies
for example, but as the
following construction
shows not true in general.
An Example

of Infinitely
A=(:;

The

eigenvalues

Many (z,)EK’.
f

of (Z+A-‘)

‘4’).

are 3/2,

-l/3,

-l/3;

e=(5,2,1);

e=(l,

1,4).

a2
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Note that C=2/3(Z+A-‘)
Hence R3 = E + V.

in closed Leontief models

has no eigenvalue

of modulus

greater

than

one.

Claim.

ecIntS.
Since ee> 0, 3 an a-neighborhood
G, of z such that 0
< k’ 6 CT< k” for some k’, k”, and VZE G,. Letting z = ke + v E E -t V, we have
)\vI\ </zkell< 1 +E+ k”. Therefore, C*v+O uniformly, VZE G,. Then, 3m such
that A-l~L-‘(l+A-l)‘z=A-lke+A-‘C’v~O,
Warn; i.e., A-‘(Z+A-‘)‘zaO,
Vz E G,. Also since e > 0 and d(A- ‘(I + A - ‘)‘e, e) = 0, for any m there is an Eneighborhood
G, of e such that A-‘(I + A- ‘)lz 20, Vt< m and Vz E G,.
Choosing E properly, by (4) G, c S; i.e., e c IntS.
7

zo=

Let

0
7

4

(10
t-1

=

z:=(z+A-‘)‘z;

20

3

2

8

1
0 -1

+&(z+A-l)‘-l

4

As is easily
interior

verified,

(zO, Z~)E T for E in [ -3,1].

of S, there is a non-trivial
z; ES

for

0

subinterval

Since

(y) belongs

to the

Z of [ - 3,1], such that

E in I.

By definition
of S therefore, (2;) is a program for E in I. Furthermore,
following price sequence (p,) supports (z:) for each E in I.

the

0
3

PO=

1
4

p f = 02 -*+I 0 :
3
4
Hence,

(z:) is efficient for each E in I.

t=l,2,...

fl

A final comment about the assumptions:
(H.l) is necessary for Lemmas 1
and 2; and beginning
with Lemma 3 the rest of the results use and heavily
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depend on all of (H.l), (H.2), (H.3). For examples
showing that (ii) of
Theorem
1 fails without (H.l) and that both (i), (ii) fail without (H.3), see
Alkan (1974).

Appendix
Lemma. Let D: E”-+E” be a linear transformation with no eigenvalues on the
unit disc, where E” is the n-complex space. Then E” is the direct sum of two
subspaces E, and E,; and
~~D’u~~-+O, VUEE,

and

~~D’u~~-+cq V~EE~,

u#O.

Sketch. Consider the Jordan canonical form of D restricted to E”\kernel D.
We let E,(E,) to be the subspace corresponding
to eigenvalues
of modulus
less than 1 (greater than 1). Then
E”=E,+E,,
where
E, = kernel

D + E,

and

E, = E,,

for which decomposition
the statement above is seen to hold.
Since for any linear transformation
C: R”+ R”, we can find a D: E”+E”
such that the .restriction
of D to R”cE” is C, the lemma holds for a C: R”
-+R” with the same properties.
1
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